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student life

TOGETHER APART, FUTURE Problem Solvers
writing team practices online. Alina
Zaidi (6), FPS coach Mrs. Breeden,
Alizeh Irfan (6), Casey Mullican (6),
Amna Hassan (6), Jackson Breeden (6)

SHAAN PRASAD 5

CORONA VIRUS

SOPHIE GILLIN, FIRST GRADE TEACHER TERESA STEPHENSON,
JAYDEN CANLAS, EMILY CANLAS, LILLIAN FLEISCHMAN, RICHARD
CANINA, SAMUEL ROIS-OJEDA, RYAN BURKE, LUANA EXLINE,
ELLA NOSWORTHY, MADELYN BROWN, JOHN MATTHEWS,
GARRISON STEVENS, ETHAN NASTASI

SECOND GRADE TEACHER JENNIE BRASELTON
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CORONAVIRUS IS...
A family of viruses that
can cause respiratory
illnesses.
SYMPTOMS:
Fever, shortness of breath,
chest cough.
THE FIRST OUTBREAK...
Occurred in Wuhan, China.
The virus reached the U.S.
by late Jan.
TO STOP THE SPREAD...
Wash hands and avoid
touching face

fastfacts

COVID-19

BRADEN HESS, EVANGELINE LOPEZ, SECOND GRADE
TEACHER NANCY MOGAN, HAYDEN LUCHSINGER, MIA
ROBERTS, RYAN RAMOS, THEO NIGARA, EDEN RYAN,
DAVID FINE, GAVIN TRICANO, CAROLINE FLEMING, JOHN
VEIZA J, REECE FRASER, KAIVAL PATEL, AUSTIN JAY,
ALEENA BAZELAIS

"We sang Happy Birthday to two students, checked in and
shared student events, greeted all the pets, and sang the
Grace... It was 45 minutes of pure joy in Mrs. Braselton's
second grade!"
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RYAN RAMOS (2)

"Yesterday's video science lesson about butterflies was awesome!"

while schools and businesses shut down to slow spread of coronavirus, students and faculty
continue school routines from home via internet
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MRS. CARINN MARIANI
"When darkness looms,
we have a responsibility to
respond with virtue and to
reconcile with the truth that
our actions affect others in
unexpected ways."
MS. MARY-CARSON MEYER
"I am trying to keep things in
a sense of our normal
routine while self isolating
and staying home as much
as possible."

BRANDON PEREZ (10)
"I believe that many people
have taken it a little out of
proportion but we should
all go ahead and prepare
for the worst."
ANJANI EPASINGHE (12)
"I think people are
definitely freaking out, but
are freaking out about the
wrong things."
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"I was pglaonut with friends
hanginere visiting but
that w ad to go back
they h
home." ANOIS (10)
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planning
"We wereg up to St.
on gointine to see the ,
Augus Championship
Playersgot canceled."
and it CASH LUCK (8)

students share their plans for
spring break before events shut
down photos by Sofia Muniz

BREAKS

spring

MR. GREG CHIARELLA
"It's not a good thing. It's
something that I have been
talking about for many years."

TEACHERS

CORONA VIRUS

of students
say that group
studying is
better

of students
would rather
study at a desk

of students
think that
oreos are the
better snack

of students
think cheeto
puffs are the
better snack

55% snack time 45%

of students
would rather
be comfortable
when studying

74% productivity 26%

of students say
that individual
studying is
better

57% study sesh 43%

must-haves to take on the challenge of online school
based on student survey responses
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(Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), 2020), (Coronavirus, 2020)[online] Available at: <https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019> [Accessed 19 March 2020].
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BRODY DELBOCCIO (7)
"I think that the
coronavirus is too much
hype and that it's just like
the flu."

STUDENTS

graphics by Alexis Steinburger

the Coronavirus first hit Florida
late February in Tampa
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